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SUBJECT: Asset Management Program
TO:

Committee of the Whole

FROM:

Capital Works

Report Number: CW-02-19
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 701-04
Date to Committee: January 17, 2019
Date to Council: January 28, 2019

Recommendation:
Receive and file capital works department report CW-02-19 regarding the City of
Burlington Asset Management Program.

Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to provide Council with an overview of the city’s asset
management planning program. The program is responsible for corporate oversight of
the city’s aging infrastructure, which is valued at approximately $3 billion. Asset
Management is an integral component to delivering valued service in the City, through
the most efficient use of our resources while managing long-term risk. The asset
management program reinforces the provincial wide commitment to continued
investment in infrastructure renewal.

Background and Discussion:
Municipalities in Canada are responsible for the construction, operation and
maintenance of nearly 60 per cent of all public infrastructure. Yet local governments
only receive 8 per cent of every tax dollar collected across Canada. To address this
challenge, the City of Burlington employs asset management practices to make
informed decisions on infrastructure investment.
Asset Management is the coordinated activity of an organization to realize value from
assets. An asset is an item, thing or entity that has potential or actual value to an
organization. For municipalities our tangible capital assets include roads, bridges,
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sewers, buildings, parks, fleet and equipment. Asset Management is multi-disciplinary
and involves many services within the organization. It focuses on the balancing of
costs, opportunities and risks against the desired performance of the assets to achieve
organizational objectives.
Good Asset Management is:


Strategic (aligned with organizational goals);



Enterprise-wide;



Applicable to asset owners, managers and those with delegated management
responsibilities; and



Aligned with industry standards and best practices (ISO 55000, International
Infrastructure Management Manual (IIMM))

The Asset Management program at the City oversees the management of capital
infrastructure using proven life-cycle strategies that has evolved over two decades and
continues to do so. Throughout this time, the City has built an Asset Management
program focused on putting in place the structure, people, systems and decision
support processes required to carry out infrastructure planning and identifying emerging
infrastructure challenges. This has led to the formalizing of an Asset Management
Steering Committee which allows for a holistic view of our assets and facilitates the
coordination of activities between services. Furthermore, this approach continues into
the budgeting process, where funds are allocated to projects that best align with
corporate and program objectives.
Asset Management is an integrated framework that enables organizations like the City
of Burlington to achieve our strategic infrastructure goals in a structured and most costefficient way. There are broad subject groups that form the basis of Asset
Management. City staff across the organization are involved in a wide number of
integrated activities that support Asset Management which aim to meet our strategic
goals.

Asset Management Policy
On March 2, 2016 Council adopted the city’s Asset Management Policy, committing our
organization to the management and future planning of our assets. The policy
complements and supports the goals of the City’s Strategic plan and further aligns and
integrates with our organizations’ core documents by embedding asset management
principles into ongoing capital operations and maintenance activities.
City staff across the organization will continue to be involved in a wide number of
integrated activities that support the key principles and objectives of our Asset
Management policy.
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City of Burlington’s Asset Management Plan
In 2017, Council approved the city’s Asset Management Plan (AMP) together with a
long-term financing strategy to address the city’s investment in infrastructure. The
development of the AMP as approved was a multi-disciplinary approach in determining
our infrastructure needs. These needs guide capital budget priorities for our renewal
program. The city’s capital budget is predominately composed of renewal projects
(approximately 80% of budget). The infrastructure renewal projects put forward and
their relative timing are representative of detailed analysis balancing asset condition,
risk and resources. The annual capital budget will continue to adhere to the objectives
of the AMP and its respective financing plan.

State of Local Infrastructure
Reporting on the overall state of local infrastructure is a key component of any AMP.
The 2016 AMP presented inventory, condition, replacement value and long terms needs
into six corporate asset categories (roadways, facilities and buildings, parks and land
improvements, fleet and equipment, stormwater management, and information
technology).
To date, approximately 95 percent of capital assets have been identified and assessed
within a corporate inventory. Asset inventories are refined on an ongoing basis
through on-site inspections by staff.
The condition of assets is determined according to standard practices. Some assets
(pavements, sewers, bridges, facilities, etc.) rely on commonly accepted condition
measures based on formal assessments. For other assets an age-based analysis is
undertaken, and the assets are classified based on their remaining useful life,
expressed in years or percent of life remaining. To allow for cross-category comparison
every asset type was incorporated into a standardized Asset Condition Grade System
(represented by Table 1). An asset that is classified as ‘Very Good’ would be new or
recently rehabilitated. A ‘Very Poor’ asset would be one that is in unacceptable
condition with widespread deterioration likely causing an impact to service.
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Table 1: Asset Condition Grade System
Condition
Grade
Very Good

Good

Fair

Poor

Very Poor

Description & Condition Characteristics
“Fit for the future”
Well maintained, good condition, new or
recently rehabilitated
“Adequate for now”
Acceptable, generally approaching mid stage
of expected service life
“Requires attention”
Signs of deterioration, some elements exhibit
deficiencies
“At risk of affecting service”
Approaching end of service life, condition
below standard, large portion of system
exhibits significant deterioration
“Unfit for sustained service”
Near or beyond expected service life,
widespread signs of advanced deterioration,
some assets may be unusable

% of Estimated
Service Life (ESL)
Remaining on Asset
>80%

60% to 80%

40% to 60%

20% to 40%

< 20%

Source: Canadian Infrastructure Report Card (CIRC)
The overall replacement value of the City’s assets is approximately $2.94 billion,
broken down by asset category (see Table 2 below). Replacement values are based on
recent market replacement data and analysis of historical renewal expenditures.
All replacement costs are based on renewing or replacing assets to a similar function
and equivalent utility. Replacement values by asset category can be expected to
change as the city aims to strike a balance by strategically choosing between investing
in what we have, building future expansions, revitalization of current assets or divesting
what may no longer be required.
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Table 2: Replacement Values by Asset Category (2016)
Asset Category
Facilities & Buildings

Roadways

Replacement Value

Inventory Examples


$547.7

$2,013.3






Stormwater Management

$66.6

Parks & Land Improvements

$200.3

Fleet - Vehicles & Equipment

$70.6

Information Technology (IT)
Services

$44.7

Total











1.5 million square feet of
facility/building space
1,614 km of paved road
140 bridge/culvert structures
512 km of sidewalk and multiuse pathways
759 km of mainline storm
sewers (pipes)
26 stormwater management
ponds
128 sports fields
131 playgrounds
60 conventional buses
13 specialized transit vehicles
145 corporate fleet vehicles
44 fire vehicles
300 servers
40 major software applications

$2,943 B

Renewal Needs Analysis
The city’s renewal backlog, termed the Unfunded Renewal Need (URN), is defined as
the unfunded value of infrastructure renewal that requires immediate attention.
Addressing the URN in a timely manner is critical to managing assets in a cost-effective
manner.
The URN has accumulated due to historical under-funding in a period of rapid and
extensive growth. Growth in assets contributes to a greater need to re-invest in City
assets and that was not occurring. The URN grows each time we do not renew an
asset at the right time. This increases the likelihood of increased cost to do the same
work or increased costs due to further deterioration. With the approval of the recent
financing strategy, staff is correcting for the past and working towards sustainability to
achieve timely renewal of assets.
Based on the 2016 AMP, the estimated URN totals $126.5M, of which roadways
represents the largest backlog. Tackling the URN is a short-term objective of the
financing strategy. Doing so in a timely manner will minimize total long-term renewal
costs by providing the right treatment, to the right asset, at the right time. This is the
optimal way of minimizing the escalating deterioration of our assets.
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Provincial Asset Management Planning Regulation
On January 1, 2018, Ontario Regulation 588/17: Asset Management Planning for
Municipal Infrastructure came into effect. The regulation sets out requirements for
municipal asset management planning to help municipalities better understand their
infrastructure needs and inform infrastructure planning and investment decisions. The
regulation will be phased in over six years. Appendix A lists the timelines and
requirements for municipalities under the new regulation. The list also contains ongoing
legislated requirements that staff have already fulfilled or have committed to fulfilling.
Staff will report back to Council in 2019 with an update to the city’s Asset Management
Policy to meet the legislated requirement, as well as a detailed work plan to outline the
completion of the subsequent major milestones.

Financial Matters:
The Asset Management Financing Plan was officially introduced in 2013 (F-39-13) and
updated in 2016 (F-12-17) based on the comprehensive 2016 Asset Management plan
(CW-22-17). The financing plan employs a holistic and coordinated approach to
address infrastructure renewal needs. Financial variables at that point in time were
used to model cash flow over 60 years to provide a predictable and sustainable funding
strategy to support infrastructure needs.
The City’s financing strategy aligns with the City’s long-term financial plan, providing
predictable investments in the City’s infrastructure which gives staff the flexibility to
protect assets by mitigating various pressures that may emerge, such as increasing
levels of service, effects from climate change and both expected and unexpected
condition deterioration. These factors would have a significant impact on the current, as
well as the overall long-term performance of the city’s infrastructure. The ability to
address these issues at the right time and in the most cost-effective manner is vital to
ensure that city assets continue to provide a standard of service that residents expect
and to minimize long-term costs. Appendix B shows a life-cycle graph that depicts how
the renewal of a typical urban local street at the optimum time results in a cost of 1x.
Delaying this treatment begins to compromise the base materials, escalating costs to
3x. Further delay results in the street requiring full reconstruction at a cost of 10x.
The asset management financing plan was approved by Council in 2017 (F-12-17) and
recommended annual dedicated tax increases to provide sustainable, long term
funding. The financial strategy is dependent on the city’s dedicated infrastructure
renewal levy as it represents a consistent and strategic approach to investment in the
city’s replacement needs that is both sustainable in the short and long term. It provides
the liquidity and flexibility required to finance the needs as dictated by the AMP.
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Financing Strategy
Even prior to the official adoption of the AMP, the City over the last decade has been
proactive and committed to providing long-term, dedicated infrastructure funding to the
renewal program. The dedicated levy was first introduced in 2005 and incremental
increases have continued. The following chart highlights the changes to the levy since
2005;
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012*

2013

2014

2015Present

0.7%

0.7%

1.0%

1.0%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

1.25%

*Additional $550,000 annually for shave and pave program

The following details the dedicated infrastructure levy incorporated into the present day
financing plan and funding the city’s proposed (2019) ten-year capital renewal program;




Dedicated infrastructure levy of 1.25% (to 2022), reducing to 1.0% (20232033) and further reducing to 0.5% (2034 and beyond)
Phased repurposing of the Hospital Levy in 2019 for $1.7million, with phases
following in 2026 and 2027
Additional 0.2% levy beginning in 2020 to address the renewal needs of a
growing asset inventory

Further to the above commitment of continued investment, the city has also provided a
one-time infusion in 2015 of $20 million to address roadways infrastructure in attempt to
mitigate escalating future rehabilitations costs.
In addition to the dedicated infrastructure levy, reserve and reserve funds are a critical
component of the city’s long term financial planning. For our infrastructure needs, they
represent planned sustainability for today and the future. Examples of reserve funds
that are fundamental components of the financing plan include the Burlington Hydro
reserve fund, Federal and Provincial Gas Tax and program specific reserve funds. All
these funds provide an on-going and steady investment into the infrastructure plan. The
asset management financing plan conservatively employs the city’s reserve and reserve
funds without impacting financial flexibility and overall liquidity.
As per the city’s long term financial plan and continued responsible debt management,
the city will continue to phase out its reliance on debt as a funding source for ongoing
renewal needs. As such, the asset management financing plan does not consider the
use of debt beyond the first ten years of the financing plan (starting in 2027) as a
sustainable funding source for renewal needs.
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Cash Flow Analysis
A cash-flow analysis was completed on a 60-year time horizon to capture the entire
lifecycle of assets. However, staff focused the analysis over the next 15-20 years
where variables are more predictable, costs are more accurate and external
environment assumptions are more realistic. The objective of the model continues to be
to effectively diminish the unfunded renewal needs and work towards long term
sustainability of existing assets.
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The annual average renewal need over this period is estimated to be $67.5M, which is
the amount the City requires to sustain its existing asset inventory. The below graph
summarizes the City’s funding allotment compared to renewal needs on an annual
basis.

($50)

($100)
Annual Renewal Need

Annual Renewal Funding

Net Cumulative Funding

($150)
As shown above, the City’s net cumulative funding begins as a deficit in the first 10
years, which is primarily due to the large URN causing a significant draw on the annual
funding provision. This highlights the importance of continuing with the city’s current
financing strategy as it assists in addressing assets that need immediate attention.
The model projects a breakeven point in 2027, however, as capital needs continue to
fluctuate over the 60-year time frame, the net cumulative funding experiences periods of
fluctuation in response to meeting the annual renewal needs. Current projections
indicate that the City will move towards achieving long term sustainability in the later
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years of the time horizon. This is evident where the net cumulative funding line starts
trending closer to the average annual need of $67.5M.
The 60-year financing strategy displayed through the graph above is predicated on the
financing strategy as approved by Council and aligns with the city’s long term financial
plan. Any changes to the financing strategy will have an immediate impact to the city’s
now-needs and will erode the funding to the city’s capital program, and consequently,
on the overall sustainability of the strategy. In addition to the financial strain on the
program, it may contribute to inefficiencies in managing the optimal timing of renewing
assets potentially impacting service value.

Staff Direction
At Committee of the Whole (COW) workshop on December 13th, the following staff
direction was approved (portion of the staff direction)
Direct the Director of Finance to report back on the impact of removing the 1.25%
infrastructure levy for the 2019 budget.
Staff interpreted the direction to include the impact for the 2019 budget year only with
future dedicated levy increases continuing. Due to the timing of the report, Council will
be receiving a memo distributed separately that will address the complete staff
direction, including the above at the January 17th COW. Included in the memo will be a
list of capital projects that will be removed and/or impacted in 2019 because of potential
changes to the levy. It is important to note that any changes to the dedicated
infrastructure levy impacts both renewal projects as well as new projects in the capital
program. The city’s asset management plan is about the long-term management of our
existing infrastructure. New capital assets add to the city’s base inventory and therefore
increase our funding requirements for renewal needs. If we are unable to sustain our
existing portfolio of assets it is recommended that we limit future expansion and/or new
infrastructure. Continued investments in new or expanded assets compounds our
inability to financially manage our infrastructure.
At a high level, the impacts associated with any reduction or removal of the dedicated
infrastructure levy include:


Impact on the city’s asset management financing plan and the city’s ten-year capital
program. Removing the 1.25% dedicated infrastructure levy for 2019 removes the
equivalent of $2 million of capital projects (renewal/ new) in the budget year, and
$20 million worth of capital projects over the ten-year capital program as the levy
has a cumulative impact;
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Impact to the city’s asset management strategy as shown in Appendix C. The
removal of one year of funding leads to an unsustainable funding plan, as we can
expect the net cumulative funding line will not cross the x-axis after 2038.
An increase to the city’s unfunded renewal needs, meaning a backlog of renewal
projects beyond the current $126.5 million that will require immediate attention. It is
important to recognize that it is possible for the URN to grow to a point where the
possibility of tackling the immediate requirements and continuing to keep pace with
current needs will not be possible due to capacity restraints and unreasonably high
financing requirements
Deferred maintenance and deferred renewal is inevitable. The result will be an
increase in the total long-term costs to the City of Burlington by way of;
o increased operating and maintenance costs to prolong the life of the asset
from accelerated infrastructure deterioration
o Increased rehabilitation costs due to deterioration beyond the life of the asset
o Escalation of capital costs due to required higher cost rehabilitation
treatments
o Emergency, unscheduled maintenance due to system failures impacting
service delivery (ie. Appleby Ice Centre, December 2018; Nelson Outdoor
Pool Summer 2017)
o Passing costs to future generations to manage existing assets

Infrastructure renewal investment is crucial to replacing and upgrading assets to better
adapt to climate change

Connections:
The City’s asset management approach is rooted in the city’s Strategic Plan, and the
organization corporate directions by ways of good governance and building exceptional
quality life. Asset management is wide-reaching and affects other elements in the other
strategic directions and in building a 21st century workforce.
Asset management planning ties into the City’s strategic planning processes, including
the budgeting and the long-term financial planning process, as infrastructure investment
decisions impact both operating and capital expenditures.
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Public Engagement Matters:
The city’s website is updated with the current Asset Management Plan and
corresponding financing strategy at https://www.burlington.ca/en/services-for-you/assetmanagement-plan.asp.
At the time of the 2012 Budget, up until the 2014 Budget, the city held annual public
open houses to discuss the budget. The format of the public meetings was similar; a
staff presentation followed by public discussion and input through a work book. As part
of those sessions, staff consulted on the city’s infrastructure needs as well as the
hospital levy. The questions and the corresponding results can be found in Appendix
D. The responses show that generally the community was supportive of an
infrastructure levy and the repurposing of the hospital levy to infrastructure.

Conclusion:
The city’s asset management program represents a steady commitment by staff and
Council in managing the city’s aging infrastructure for today, and the future. The city’s
asset management plan evaluates the renewal need of our assets and is complimented
with a responsible financing strategy that is predictable and sustainable. Any changes
will erode the funding to the city’s capital program, and consequently, on the overall
sustainability of the strategy and long-term costs. It is important to recognize that
reducing renewal funding in a given year does not eliminate the need, but rather results
in a deferred and escalated cost in the future.
In response to the forthcoming legislative requirements, the Asset Management
Steering committee will report back to Council in 2019 with a work plan and a Strategic
Asset Management Policy for Council review.

Respectfully submitted,

Andrew Maas
Manager, Infrastructure & Data
905-335-7600, ext. 7833

Appendices: (if none delete section)
A. Asset Management Regulation Requirements
B. Roadways Life Cycle Graph
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C. Net Cumulative Impact: Reduction of 2019 Infrastructure Levy
D. Summary of Public Consultation

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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Appendix A - Ontario Regulation 588/17 Requirements

Deadline

Description of Requirement

July 1, 2019

Strategic Asset Management Policy (SAMP)

July 1, 2021

Municipal Asset Management Plans (AMPs) for “core municipal
infrastructure assets” that address current service levels, asset
performance, condition, age and replacement cost and the 10-year lifecycle costs and funding required to maintain those service levels.

July 1, 2023

Municipal Asset Management Plans (AMPs) for all “other infrastructure
assets” that address current service levels, asset performance,
condition, age and replacement cost and the 10-year life-cycle costs and
funding required to maintain those service levels.

July 1, 2024

AMPs for ALL municipal infrastructure assets that build on the
requirements set out for 2021/2023 AMPs and address proposed levels
of service, activities and funding required to meet those levels of service
and any estimated funding shortfall.

Ongoing

Municipal Council shall conduct an Annual Review of its AM
Planning Progress.

Ongoing

Every AMP will be reviewed and updated at least as frequently as
once every 5 years.

Ongoing

Every AMP developed by the municipality and any subsequent
updated AMPs will need to be endorsed by the Executive Lead of
the municipality and approved by resolution of the municipal
council.

Ongoing

A municipality must post its current SAMP and AMP on a public
website and provide a copy on request.
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Appendix B – Life Cycle Graph – Typical Urban Local Street
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Millions

Appendix C - Staff Direction
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Appendix D: 2012 -2014 Budget Public Consultation
2012 and 2013 Budget
Question: How comfortable are you with an additional increase above the city’s current
annual 0.5 per cent tax rate to address infrastructure needs? Please indicate your
preference by ranking the options listed on a scale of 1 to 7. (with 1 being the increase
you are most comfortable with)
Response:
Additional Tax Increase

2012 Rank
22 Responses

2013 Rank
44 Responses

0.0%

6

1

0.5%

3

2

1.0%

1*

3

1.5%

1*

4

2.0%

4

5

2.5%

5

6

3.0%

7

7

*Equally preferred 1.0% and 1.5%
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2014 Budget
For the 2014 Budget, the question was more detailed as the city had recently approved
a 20-year asset management financing plan.
Question: Which scenario would you prefer to follow? Please indicate your preference
by ranking the options listed on a scale of 1 to 4. (With 1 being the increase you are
most comfortable with)
Additional Tax Increase
(from the 0.5%)

Scenario

Rank
35 responses

10-year






15-year

 1% in 2015-2022
 0.5% in 2023-2029

1

20-year

 0.75% in 2015-2022
 0.5% in 2023-2033

2

30-year

 0.5% in 2015-2036

4

2.5% in 2015
2.25% in 2016-2017
2% in 2018
1.5% in 2019-2020

3

Question: The plan [Asset Management Financing Plan] recommends repurposing
decreases in the hospital levy beginning in 2018. Do you support this?
Response: Total 41 responses (including City’s website)
Response Count

Percentage

Support

26

63.4%

Not Support

15

36.6%
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SUBJECT: Expenses excluded from the budget
TO:

Committee of the Whole - Budget

FROM:

Finance Department

Report Number: F-01-19
Wards Affected: None
File Numbers: 435-01
Date to Committee: January 17, 2019
Date to Council: January 28, 2019

Recommendation:
Receive and file finance department report F-01-19 regarding expenses excluded from
the budget to meet the requirements of Regulation 284/09 Municipal Act, 2001.

Purpose:
An Engaging City
 Good Governance

Background and Discussion:
With the implementation of Full Accrual Basis by Public Sector Accounting Board
(PSAB) in 2009, Ontario Regulation 284/09 to the Municipal Act 2001 was passed that
allows municipality to exclude from its annual budget, the estimated expenses for all or
a portion of the following:
 Amortization expenses,
 Post-employment benefit expenses, and
 Solid waste landfill and post-closure expenses.
The municipality is required to prepare a report about the excluded expenses containing
the following:
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(a) An estimate of the change in the accumulated surplus of the municipality or
local board to the end of the year resulting from the exclusion of any of the
expenses listed above, and

(b) An analysis of the estimated impact of the exclusion of any of the expenses
listed above on the future tangible capital asset funding requirements of the
municipality.

Discussion:
In 2009 accounting standards and reporting requirements underwent major revisions,
most notably the inclusion of tangible capital asset accounting as required by the Public
Sector Accounting Board (PSAB). However, the new standards do not require that
budgets be prepared on the same basis. Therefore most municipalities, including the
City of Burlington, continue to prepare budgets on a cash basis.
The annual budget process is an important municipal exercise which considers plans for
current and future activities and acquisitions. One of the main outcomes of the annual
budget process is a tax rate which Council is asked to approve. This tax rate is
determined on a cash basis and does not include the PSAB requirements of accrual
accounting and accounting for non-financial assets and liabilities such as amortization
and post-employment benefits.
This report details the impact of the expenses listed above which is excluded from the
2019 proposed Budget.
Amortization Expenses
The estimated amortization expense on tangible capital assets for 2019 is $34.2 million.
The City’s 2019 proposed budget does not include this expense; however, funding for
the acquisition of tangible capital assets in the amount of approximately $72.3 million is
included in the budget (amount excludes the funding from Hamilton to the Waterdown
Road North Rehabilitation & Capacity Improvement Project), resulting in a net increase
to the accumulated surplus of $38.1 million.
Impact on Future Tangible Capital Asset Funding Requirements
Amortization expense represents the reduction in the economic benefits realized by the
City’s assets during a fiscal accounting period. The amount of amortization expense
can be used as a rough indication of what should be budgeted annually for replacement
of the City’s tangible capital assets.
It must be noted that amortization expense is based on the cost when assets were
purchased or built and therefore it may not properly represent costs in today’s dollars
and using current standards. Amortization expense also does not necessarily capture
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the true useful life of assets, nor does it reflect the cost of any growth-related assets that
may be required. Annual capital funding should typically exceed amortization expense
when considering all these issues.
In recent years the City has implemented sophisticated modeling systems for many
capital categories to assist with the determination of what assets need to be repaired or
replaced based on condition assessments and priority factors. These systems will
continue to be refined and relied upon to more accurately determine capital funding
requirements, rather than relying on the financial reporting amortization expense.
Post-Employment Benefits
Included in this category are expenses related to dental & health care benefits that the
City provides between the time an employee retires and the time that an employee
reaches 65, as well as the potential future costs to the City as a self-insured employer
under the Workplace Safety and Insurance Act, 1997.
The City of Burlington has been reporting the impact of post-employment benefit
expenses to Council annually as part of the financial statements. The City does budget
annually for the current year costs expected to be incurred but does not budget for the
estimated future liability.
The 2019 and 2018 estimated future liabilities were determined through a 2018 actuarial
review. In completing the review, an independent organization evaluates the probability
of events and quantifies the contingent outcomes based on industry and City of
Burlington-specific experiences.
The increase to the 2019 Post-Employment Benefit is estimated at the amount of
$785K, which is the total of $727K per actual review for Health Benefits and $58K
estimate for Work Place Safety and Insurance liability. The increased Post-Employment
Expense will decrease the Accumulated Surplus by $785K.
It is important to note that, while PSAB requires a municipality to disclose the liability in
its financial statements, there is no requirement to fund the liability.
Solid waste landfill and post-closure expenses
As the City does not have responsibility for landfills within their level of authority, this
report focuses on amortization expenses and post employment benefits.
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Impact on Accumulated Surplus in 2019
It is estimated that the overall impact of these excluded expenses on the 2019
accumulated surplus will be a net increase of $37.3 million summarized as follows (in
$000’s):
Change in Post employment benefits expenses
Change in Future WSIB expenses

$(727)
(58)

Acquisition of Tangible Capital Assets
Amortization expense on Tangible Capital Assets

72,278
(34,158)
$37,335

Financial Matters:
There are no direct financial implications associated with this report. The information
contained in this report will be used to meet the financial statement reporting
requirements but will not result in any budget to actual variances.

Conclusion:
Approval of this report by Council is needed prior to the approval of the 2019 Budget to
be incompliance with O.Reg. 284/09 of the Municipal Act 2001.

Respectfully submitted,

Angela Chen
Financial Analyst – Asset Management & Reporting
905-335-7600 ext. 7678

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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SUBJECT: 2019 Operating and Capital Budget Overview
TO:

Committee of the Whole - Budget

FROM:

Finance Department

Report Number: F-02-19
Wards Affected: All
File Numbers: 435-01
Date to Committee: January 17, 2019
Date to Council: January 28, 2019

Recommendation:
Receive the proposed 2019 operating budget book; and
Receive the proposed 2019-2028 capital budget and forecast book; and
Direct the Director of Finance to present the recommendations in Appendix A to the
Committee of the Whole – Budget meeting of February 21, 2019 for review and
approval, taking into consideration committee amendments.

Purpose:
This report provides an overview of the proposed 2019 operating budget and the
proposed 2019-2028 capital budget and forecast.

Background and Discussion:
Council approved Burlington's Strategic Plan 2015-2040 in April 2016 (Report CM-0116). The strategic plan includes four strategic directions:





A City that Grows
A City that Moves
A Healthy and Greener City
An Engaging City
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Strategic Plan
The strategic plan established Council’s vision for the City. Detailed studies and
planning exercises undertaken by the City, including fiscal impact analysis, master
plans and asset management plans are developed in line with the overall strategic
vision. These plans form the framework for capital investment and provision of services
that support a growing community.
The budget process provides an avenue to prioritize and balance the allocation of
resources to achieve various master plan targets and priorities and ultimately deliver
services to the community. It is staff’s responsibility to resource, administer and deliver
strategies and initiatives laid out in the plan.

Corporate Direction
Over the past year, the Burlington Leadership Team has worked together building our
organization’s vision called the Corporate Direction. This direction creates alignment to
accomplish our common goals and continue our collaborative work to achieve the
objectives outlined in Burlington’s Strategic Plan.
This direction is organized under three pillars:
1. Building our 21st century city
2. Building exceptional quality of life
3. Building our 21st century workforce
To ensure alignment with the Strategic Plan, decisions about resources and pacing of
project implementation were discussed by the Operating and Capital Budget Leadership
Teams as part of the 2019 budget process.
Establishing priorities for new City investment was a key step in developing the budget
this year.
Linking the strategic plan and the corporate direction to the budget provides
accountability between what is achieved and the cost to the taxpayer. This process
provides a clear link between the strategy and the cost of implementing the initiatives.
The budget is one mechanism that implements the Strategic Plan through specific
project initiatives as noted later in this report.
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In addition, the 2019 budget submission continues to adhere to the guiding principles
and directions of the following reports:
F-21-18:
CW-22-17:
F-12-17:
F-02-18:
F-15-15:
F-22-12:

2019 Budget Framework
Asset Management Plan
2016 Asset Management Financing Plan
20 Year Budget Driver Forecast
BMA Financial Condition Assessment
Long Term Financial Plan

Budget Process
The operating budget review process included:





A line-by-line review of the base budget by the Director of Finance and Service
Owners (budget reductions of $1.15 million)
A corporate / strategic review by the Operating Budget Leadership Team. This
team is comprised of the Deputy City Manager, Director of Finance, Director of
Human Resources, Fire Chief (rotating member) and the City Solicitor (rotating
member)
Alignment to strategic objectives and review of business cases

The capital budget review process included:






Cross functional teams of asset leads and members of Burlington Leadership
Team to conduct in depth panel reviews of the capital budget
A corporate / strategic review by the Capital Budget Leadership Team comprised
of the Deputy City Manager, Executive Director of Capital Works, Director of
Finance, Director of Parks and Recreation (rotating member) and the Director of
Transportation Services (rotating member)
Review of active capital projects and the proposed capital budget
Alignment to strategic objectives and new initiatives

Budget Timelines
As a result of the 2018 Municipal Election and requirements under the Municipal Act,
the 2019 budget approval has been delayed from prior years. In the future, staff will
work towards an approval of both budgets prior to the new year.
The following is a summary of proposed timelines for review and approval of the Capital
and Operating Budgets:
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Date

Meeting

Item

January 17th

COW - Budget

Budget Overview Report
Capital and Operating

January 24th

COW - Budget

Council Information Session - Capital Budget
Rooms 305, 307 & 309

January 29th

COW - Budget

Council Information Session - Operating Budget
Rooms 305, 307 & 309

February 7th

COW - Budget

Delegations for the Capital and Operating Budgets

February 21st

COW - Budget

Capital Budget Review & Approval
Operating Budget Review

February 25th

Council

Capital Budget Approval

February 26th

COW - Budget

Operating Budget Review & Approval

February 28th

COW - Budget

Operating Budget Review & Approval
(if required)

March 25th

Council

Operating Budget Approval

2019 PROPOSED OPERATING BUDGET
Service-Based Budget
The 2019 proposed operating budget is presented in a service-based format allowing
Council and residents to see how our services meet the needs and growing demand of
our community. The identification of revenues and expenditures by service ensure staff
and Council is considering service adjustments when making budget decisions, as well
as providing increased transparency and awareness to the public.
Service business plans are available to the public and Council on the city website for
information. These business plans provide information on the service, programs
delivered and funding required to deliver the service.

Operating Budget Financial Summary
Municipalities are required by provincial law to balance their annual budget such that
revenues match the expenditures for the current year. The net tax levy is the amount of
property taxes required to support city services. For 2019 this consists of a proposed
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base amount of $164,312,208 plus recommended business cases of $3,244,378, for a
total proposed net tax levy of $167,556,586. This net tax levy represents 64.5% of total
annual revenues in 2019.
Overall, the 2019 operating budget ensures the city’s strong financial position is
maintained and residents receive the programs and services they value.
The 2019 proposed budget focuses on maintaining service levels, ensuring our assets
are maintained, continuing to provide strategic investments and upholding legislative
requirements while ensuring competitive property taxes. The budget is presented as
follows:


The city’s base budget is presented with a 1.58% tax increase.



The estimated impact from Regulatory and Contractual obligations of $1.65
million results in an additional tax increase of 1.03%



Assessment growth (new residential units and businesses) of 0.64% reduces the
based budget tax impact to 1.97%



The $1.7 million reduction in the hospital levy repurposed to infrastructure
renewal as per the asset management financing plan does not change the
overall tax increase



The dedicated infrastructure levy of $2.0 million as per the asset management
financing plan results in an additional tax increase of 1.25%



Public transit enhancements of $1.0 million result in an additional tax increase of
0.64%



Two business cases to increase by-law enforcement and para transit service
account for an additional $214.6K (+0.21%) brings the total tax increase to
3.99%.



Combined with the Region of Halton increase and the Boards of Education, the
overall tax increase is projected at 2.45%.

The following table provides a breakdown of the city’s tax increase.
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Table A: 2019 Proposed City Tax Impact
2019
Budget
Change
(000)
$2,407

2019
Tax
Impact
1.49%

Local Boards and Other Agencies

$183

0.11%

Corporate Revenues and Expenditures

$(38)

(0.02)%

$2,553

1.58%

$1,654

1.03%

City Services

Cumulative Impact ($ / %)

Regulatory and Contractual
obligations
Assessment Growth Offset

(0.64%)

Cumulative Impact ($ / %)

$4,207

1.97%

($1,700)

Repurposing of Hospital Levy to
Infrastructure

$1,700

Dedicated Infrastructure Renewal Levy

0.0%

$2,001

1.25%

$6,209

3.22%

Public Transit Enhancements

1,029

0.64%

Other Recommended Business Cases

$214

0.13%

$7,453

3.99%

Cumulative Impact ($ / %)

Cumulative Impact ($ / %)
Overall Tax Impact (City, Region,
Education)

2.45%

Numbers may not add due to rounding

In addition to the business cases recommended in the 2019 budget, a number of
additional business cases have been included in the budget documents for
Council’s consideration. These business cases would add an additional
$1,113,394 or 0.69% tax increase

2019 Budget Pressures
In the 2019 Budget Framework report (F-21-18), presented to Committee in July, staff
indicated that the 2019 proposed operating budget will be in keeping with the objectives
identified in the long term financial plan.
The framework report projected a city tax increase of 4.1% for 2019. This assumed
assessment growth at 0.6%. Staff have brought forward a 2019 proposed budget with a
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total city tax increase of 3.99%. The 2019 budget reflects realized assessment growth
of 0.64% which will offset $1.0 million of the required tax levy increase.
Since the Framework Report was presented, 2 significant regulatory / contractual
obligations have emerged impacting the 2019 Proposed Operating Budget.


Recent union negotiations
The 2019 impact from recent union negotiations/arbitrated settlements of
approximately $1.6 million is included in the proposed budget.



New minimum maintenance standards in winter operations
Winter sidewalk maintenance has been added to the mandated Minimum
Maintenance Standards (MMS) effective May of 2018. Approximately $250,000
of additional funding is required to meet these provincially mandated regulations
with additional costs in 2020 reflecting the full year implementation of the
increased mandated standards.

Partially mitigating the impact of the above noted budget pressures was achieved
through a thorough review (deep dive) of the base budget resulting in savings of $1.15
million equivalent to 0.72% tax mitigation.

2019 PROPOSED BASE BUDGET
Human Resource Management
Municipalities are service organizations that rely heavily on human resources to deliver
the range and quality of services that residents have come to expect. Human resource
costs (including benefits, training, etc.) as a percentage of the City’s gross budget has
changed from 50.5% back in 2004 to 47.5% proposed for 2019.
Local Boards & Committees
Local Boards include the Burlington Public Library, Burlington Museums, Art Gallery of
Burlington, The Burlington Performing Arts Centre (BPAC), Tourism Burlington and the
Burlington Economic Development Corporation (BEDC). For 2019 a base budget
increase of 2.0% was provided for local boards, equating to $304,328.
Investment in the Capital Program
The city continues to make good progress on its infrastructure renewal needs as
Council has provided Predictable Infrastructure Investment, in the form of a dedicated
incremental infrastructure levy. The proposed budget includes a 1.25% ($2 million) levy
as recommended in the city’s Asset Management Financing Plan. This plan addresses
historic underfunding of infrastructure and sets a course for the city to close the
infrastructure deficit.
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Budget Savings and Increased Revenues
Finance undertook a detailed line by line review of the base budget and met with each
of the 38 services. This review resulted in approximately $1.15 million in budget
reductions through changes to expenditures and revenues.
Highlights of expenditure savings/revenue increases in the 2019 proposed budget
include:













Reduction in gasoline and diesel costs ($33.4k) as well as utility costs (11.8k) to
align with historical actuals
reduction in building rental ($11.8k) and tire and tube repairs ($27.1k)
reduction in cellular telephone costs of $27.4k as a result of a detailed review of
phone usage and adjustments to the contract with the phone provider
reduction in professional & consulting costs ($20.8k)
reduction in contract services ($11k) as well as other external services ($82.25k)
reduction in vacancy rebate costs ($100k)
increased revenues from admissions ($47.28k), registration fees ($13.2k) and
rental revenue ($62.5k) to reflect increased volume of participants as well as
increases to fees
increased building permit revenues due to indexed fees ($121.1k) reflecting an
increase in the costs to administer and enforce the Building Code (Bill 124)
Increased development revenues ($206k) reflecting volume and indexing of fees
Increase in transit charter revenues ($12.5k) reflecting historical revenue trends
Increase in parking fines ($170k) and daily parking revenues ($150k) to better
align with historical revenue trends

In addition, service owners were asked to provide efficiency improvements they have
implemented in the past year. This information is summarized in Appendix B.

FINANCIAL SUSTAINABILITY & BUDGET RISKS
The city continues to closely monitor revenue sources and financial strategies to
maintain financial sustainability as outlined in the objectives of the city’s long-term
financial plan. There are a number of issues that the City will need to be mindful of in
2019 and future years. These include:

Infrastructure Funding Deficit and Asset Management Plan
The city’s asset management plan and accompanying financing plan (2016) indicated
that the city had assets valued at just under $3 billion with an immediate unfunded
renewal need of $126.5 million. In addition, the plan suggested that the annual renewal
requirements were $67.5 million.
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A renewal funding strategy has been in place for a number of years whereby an
additional $2.0 million (or 1.25% tax impact) has been invested to begin to address the
infrastructure deficit. Even with further incremental investments and the repurposing of
the hospital levy to the city’s infrastructure, a significant deficit is expected to remain
over the next 30 years.

Labour Market & Workforce
A significant risk to the corporation is the attraction and retention of talent within the
Greater Toronto/Golden Horseshoe area. The following realities create a labour market
and workforce risk:
 number of staff eligible to retire;
 number of municipal job opportunities within 1 hour commute of Burlington;
 ability to hire qualified candidates; and
 a compensation system requiring updates to be more competitive
While some additional staff positions were added to the 2019 proposed budget, financial
constraints prevented many other pent-up needs from being incorporated. This results
in deficiencies in human capital, difficulties servicing a growing population and leads to
risk in operations and compliance with legislation. The existing workload is not
sustainable in a number of areas. This has been identified as the number one
enterprise risk for the City.

Economic Considerations
The Bank of Canada has continued to increase interest rates to 1.75% in October 2018,
the fifth such increase since the summer of 2017. This trend is expected to continue at
a slower pace into 2019. While increasing interest rates positively impacts the overall
rate of return on the City’s investment portfolio; it comes at the expense of increased
borrowing costs for debenture financed projects.

Legislative Changes
All municipalities remain susceptible to financial pressures resulting from legislative
changes at the Provincial and Federal levels. Previously approved legislation affecting
labour costs and asset management planning have been reflected in the budget.
Further changes such as cannabis legalization, climate change or growth management,
may result in future budget implications.
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Growth Impacts
The impacts from growth account for a portion of the city’s increased costs year over
year. In the 2019 proposed base budget, the cost to maintain services levels provided
to a growing population and address regulatory and contractual obligations amounted to
approximately $4.2 million.
These cost increases have been offset by assessment growth which allows a
municipality to finance increased costs without increasing taxes.
The weighted assessment growth for the 2019 budget is 0.64% which provides
approximately $1,025,000 of additional revenue to offset inflation and growth-related
costs in the base budget. The 0.64% represents net assessment growth, as changes in
assessment resulting from Assessment Review Board decisions and Requests for
Reconsideration are included in the overall change.
Appendix C provides the historical weighted assessment growth as was requested by
Committee.

2019 PROPOSED BUSINESS CASES
Business cases are proposed variations in the budgeted expenditures or revenues for
which separate budget disclosure is warranted.
In 2019, these business cases have been divided into 3 categories as follows:


Public Transit Sustainability and Enhancements
o Transfer of $500,000 of provincial gas tax funding from the Operating
Budget to the Capital program to support the sustainability of the
conventional bus renewal program.
o An additional 6 conventional Transit Operators required to support the 3
additional buses proposed in the 2019 Capital Budget



Building a 21st Century Workforce
o One-time funding to support the phased implementation of a new
Corporate Enterprise Resource Planning system ($1.5 million)
o One-time funding to support the development of an Integrated
Transportation/Mobility Plan ($300,000)



Recommended Service Enhancements
o An additional By-Law Enforcement Officer (bringing the total complement
to 6 Officers)
o An additional Para-Transit Operator required to support the additional
Handi-van proposed in the 2019 Capital Budget
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o An increase in customer service hours for the Parking Screening Officer.
The additional expense is fully offset by funding from the Parking District
Reserve fund.
o One-time funding to conduct a 5-year citywide home fire safety program
($175,000)

ADDITIONAL ITEMS FOR CONSIDERATION (not included in the proposed budget)
In addition to the above business cases recommended in the 2019 budget, a number of
business case have been provided in the proposed Operating Budget Book for
Council’s consideration. These business cases include:








A Senior Urban Designer
An additional By-Law Enforcement Officer (bringing the total complement to 7
Officers)
A service growth response strategy for the Adult / 55+ program
Additional funding to manage the Emerald Ash Borer Program
Additional staffing needs at the Joseph Brant Museum in response to the
expansion
One-time funding for a Housing Strategy Study and Action Plan ($300,000)
One-time funding for an Old Lakeshore Precinct Plan Peer Reviews ($250,000)

Should Council approve all of these additional business cases ($1,113,394) it would add
an additional 0.69% tax increase above the Proposed 2019 Budget of 3.99%.
As requested by Committee in December 2018, Appendix D provides a listing of the
business cases (including those identified above) that were submitted but not included
within the proposed budget. It is important to note that this is not a comprehensive list
as not all requests were submitted to the Budget Leadership group for review given
overall budget pressures identified. The listing has been grouped into three categories to mitigate risk, workload pressures and growth pressures.

2019 PROPOSED CAPITAL BUDGET
The 2019 proposed capital budget is approximately $96.8 million, with a ten-year
program of $819.3 million. The capital budget presentation has a strong focus on
infrastructure renewal projects reflective of the city’s commitment to the asset
management plan and the Strategic Plan initiative (4.1.e) stating the city’s infrastructure
such as roads and buildings, are in good condition and properly maintained.
The city is making progress on its infrastructure renewal needs as Council continues to
provide Predictable Infrastructure Investment, in the form of:
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an annual increase in the dedicated infrastructure levy of 1.25% ($2 million); and
continued incremental funding for the final year of the 4-year program (20162019) for road infrastructure renewal ($5 million per year); and
continued funding for storm water infrastructure improvements as previously
recommended in the AMEC study in 2015. ($8.6 million remaining of the total
$13.6 million)

As presented in previous years, this budget differentiates projects into the following
three areas:





Infrastructure Renewal projects: repair, refurbishment or replacement of an
existing asset to extend its useful life in accordance with the asset management
plan
Growth projects: capital required to service growth within the city
New / Enhanced projects: increases to current service levels beyond what the
city currently provides, not a result of growth

The budget is presented by asset category with each project identified by one of the
areas defined above. The ten-year capital program is 72% infrastructure renewal
projects, 16% growth related projects and 12% for new/ enhanced projects.

Capital Budget Financial Summary
The proposed 2019-2028 capital budget and forecast project listing is provided under
separate cover for Committee’s review and approval.
The Capital Budget Submission:








Underwent extensive review by asset category teams and a line-by-line review
by the Asset Lead Panel Review Committee along with a full review from the
Capital Budget Leadership Team.
Presents a balance between identified needs, council directions, available
financing and capacity to deliver the program.
Reflects project costs in 2019 dollars.
Includes a minimum 15% contingency for non-routine projects, 2% allowance for
project management costs.
Reflects updated operating budget impacts for ten years for projects in excess of
$1 million and for at least four years for all other projects as required.
Forms the basis for the 2019 Development Charges Study.
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The 10-year program for 2019-2028 is $819.3 million. Table B below provides the
breakdown for each asset category. Infrastructure renewal represents the largest type
at 72%.
Table B: 10-year capital budget by category
Project Type

Infrastructure
Renewal

Growth

New/
Enhanced

Roadways

$ 242,908

$

89,001

$

22,894

Storm Water Management

$

30,496

$

25,789

$

-

Facilities & Buildings

$ 132,290

$

1,319

$

21,206

Parks & Open Space

$

56,910

$

12,797

$

5,690

Parking

$

2,725

$

-

$

18,900

Fleet Vehicles

$

81,482

$

$

17,897

Information Technology

$

32,881

$

-

$

10,589

Local Boards

$

10,729

$

615

$

905

Total

$ 590,420

$ 130,832

$

98,081

72%

16%

*All values in thousands (‘000)

1,310

12%

The capital budget uses a variety of sources for funding the program. Tax supported
funding (cash and debt funding from the operating budget) continues to be the largest
component accounting for over half (54.0%) of the overall funding envelope. The budget
continues to rely on the cash flow from development charge revenue to fund growth
projects (8.7%), federal and provincial gas taxes (9.2%), vehicle depreciation reserve
funds (6.0%), park dedication reserve fund (4.3%) and other recreation facility renewal
reserve funds for parks & recreation assets.
Debt
The proposed capital budget and forecast reflects Responsible Debt Management as
the budget adheres to the city’s debt policy limits while using debt in the most effective
manner as per the city’s long term financial plan. The city’s debt policy limits the total
debt charges and liabilities as a percentage of revenues to 12.5% (provincial legislated
limit is 25%).
As of September 30, 2018, the City’s total debt charges as a percentage of own source
revenue is estimated to be 10.1%. Over the last several years, Finance staff have been
using debt more efficiently to be consistent with the city’s long term financial plan, by
ensuring that less debt is being applied to lifecycle projects and more debt is being used
towards projects that are considered new/enhanced. This has the benefit of building a
more sustainable source of funding towards the city’s asset management plan.
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Development Charges
Strategic initiative 4.1.f states:
“New infrastructure needed to support growth is paid for by new development”
The proposed 2019 capital budget and forecast includes development charge funding of
approximately 8.7%. The proposed 2019 capital budget conforms to the policy that
ensures that spending in the year does not exceed the uncommitted balance in the
reserve fund at the end of the preceding year.

BUDGET ALIGNMENT TO THE STRATEGIC PLAN
Operating Budget Alignment
The following items have been included in the 2019 operating budget support the
initiatives of the city’s Strategic Plan.






An additional 6 conventional Transit Operators required to support 3 additional
buses proposed in the 2019 Capital Budget.
Additional funding provided to meet new minimum maintenance standards for
Winter Sidewalk Maintenance.
Funding in 2019 to support the development of an Integrated
Transportation/Mobility Plan.
1.25% levy increase ($2 million) dedicated to the renewal of the city’s
infrastructure as recommended in the city’s Asset Management Plan.
Funding in 2019 to develop culturally specific programming for both youth and
adults and to engage new Canadians and educate the public to the rich cultural
fabric of our community.

Capital Budget Alignment
The following areas highlight notable items as part of the 2019 capital budget and
forecast which are aligned to the city’s Strategic Plan.
Project
Elgin Street Promenade
Construction
(RD-SW-1756)
2019

Alignment
This project is included in the Core Commitment
Implementation Strategy to improve active transportation
in the downtown and enhance pedestrian and cycling
connections.
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Project

Alignment

Active Transportation
Initiatives and Infrastructure
(RD-SW-265)
2020-2028

These projects address the need and justification for new
active transportation facilities, minor improvements to
existing infrastructure and city-led initiatives to realize the
intent of the cycling master plan and helps to support the
complete streets vision.

Kilbride Skatepark
(PO-PD-1802) 2019

This project ensures that residents in rural Burlington
have unique recreational offerings in the rural area.

Community Garden
Development
(PO-PD-1562) 2020, 2022,
2024, 2026, 2028

This project will increase the availability of community
garden plots so that residents may grow their own fresh
and healthy food.

Electric Vehicle Charging
Stations - Downtown
(PK-PK-1795) 2019-2022

This project supports the increased use of hybrid and
electric vehicles in our community and to support the
goal of becoming a carbon neutral community.

Stormwater Management
(Various)

Continued funding is being provided for stormwater
infrastructure improvements as previously recommended
in the AMEC study. These projects ensure the city is a
leader in stormwater management and low impact
development as well as ensures the rehabilitation and
preservation of the city’s creeks and streams.

Cumberland Avenue
Pedestrian – Railway
Underpass (RD-RA-681)
2025
Active Transportation
Crossing of QEW (RD-SW1286) 2022, 2024
Multi-use Trail, Hydro
Corridor – Mainway to
Upper Middle (PO-PD-1647)
2019, 2022

These expansions to the city’s trail system links to the
city’s park network, neighbourhoods and other forms of
transportation. A number of new multi-use pathways and
safe pedestrian/ cycling linkages are included in the
capital budget.

Multi-use Trail - Alton
Village (PO-PD-1648)
2020
Multi-use Trail - Sheldon
Creek (PO-PD-1733)
2020, 2021
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Project

Alignment

Infrastructure Renewal
Projects
(Various)

Infrastructure renewal needs are being addressed in
accordance with the city’s Asset Management Plan with
annual incremental tax funding of 1.25% to ensure
assets are in good condition and properly maintained.
72% of projects in the 10-year capital program support
the renewal of the city’s existing infrastructure.

Growth Related Projects
(Various)

$168.9 million of growth related projects have been
included in the 10-year capital program. External cost
recoveries account for $51.0 million. Of the remaining
$117.9 million of costs, $76.0 million are funded from
development charges and park dedication.

COUNCIL INFORMATION SESSIONS
As in prior years, the budget review process includes a council information session for
both the capital and operating budget. These sessions provide council with the
opportunity to ask questions regarding the proposed budget to city staff.
The Capital budget information session will be held on January 24th, in rooms 305, 307,
and 309 from 9:30 am – 3:00 pm.
The Operating budget information session will be held on January 29th, in rooms 305,
307, and 309 from 9:30 am – 4:00 pm.
A detailed agenda for these meetings is included in Appendix E.

Budget Review Forms
Budget review forms will be provided to all members of council in an electronic format.
Staff request that each Council member use these forms to highlight proposed
amendments to the capital and operating budgets. The consolidated listing of the
budget review forms will structure the agenda for the budget review at the COW-Budget
meetings beginning February 21st.
Budget Review Forms are due back to the Director of Finance by:



Capital Budget – January 30, 2019
Operating Budget – February 4, 2019

This will allow time for consolidating the information and distributing the summary for
committee review.
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Financial Matters:
The proposed 2019 operating budget results in a proposed net tax levy of $167,556,586
for a city tax increase of 3.99%.
The proposed 2019 capital budget is $96.8 million, with a ten-year program of $819.3
million.
The city has capital assets with a replacement cost of approximately $3 billion. The
capital program focuses on the city’s infrastructure requirements to address the muchneeded renewal of these assets in the most cost-effective manner. The budget reflects
incremental tax supported funding of 1.25% ($2 million) from the operating budget as
well as the repurposing of the phase reduction to the hospital levy to support the city’s
infrastructure requirements.
At the December 13, 2018 Committee of the Whole Workshop, the following staff
direction was passed (information will be presented at the January 17, 2019 meeting):
Direct the Director of Finance to provide budget options for the January 17, 2019
Committee of the Whole-Budget meeting for up to a maximum budget increase (city
portion only) of 2%, 3% and 3.25% for 2019; and
Direct the Director of Finance to report back to the January 17, 2019 Committee of the
Whole-Budget meeting on the impact of removing the 1.25% infrastructure tax levy for
the 2019 Budget; and
Direct the Deputy City Manager to report back to the February 14, 2019 Committee of
the Whole-Workshop meeting on the creation of a 4 year work plan based on this
council’s priorities, with consideration of the existing 25 year Strategic Plan. (SD-27-18)
Approval of the 2019 Operating Budget will establish the authority for preparing the
2019 Tax Levy By-law. The proposed city increase of 3.99%, which, when combined
with the Region of Halton and educational taxes, provides an overall property tax
increase of 2.45% for urban residential taxpayers. For each $100,000 of residential
assessment, this translates into an overall increase of $19.99.

Public Engagement Matters:
Staff will continue to use the city’s website as a communication medium through videos,
webcast and online surveys.
The City is continuously looking for ways to improve and increase transparency for the
public. A new “Budget Basics” video has been created and posted on the website
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which explains how the city develops its budgets. In addition, a revised version of
Burlington Open Budget, on the city’s website, will be available to the public to allow
residents to view the city’s 2019 budget data in an intuitive and illustrative form. A
telephone town hall as well as an in person town hall is planned for February 2019.

Conclusion:
The proposed 2019 budget has been thoroughly reviewed by staff. Decisions made
through the 2019 budget need to be made in the context of the multi-year budget
framework. This includes consideration of the operational and financial implications
related to deferrals and service level revisions that may be associated with achieving
the desired 2019 tax levy.

Respectfully submitted,

Lori Jivan
Coordinator of Budgets and Policy
905-335-7600 ext. 7798

Appendices:
A. Budget Recommendations
B. Efficiencies by Service
C. History of Weighted Assessment Growth
D. Business Cases not accommodated
E. Council Information Sessions Agenda

Report Approval:
All reports are reviewed and/or approved by Department Director, Director of Finance
and Director of Legal. Final approval is by the City Manager.
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Appendix A: 2019 Budget Recommendations
Capital Budget Recommendations
Approve the 2019 Capital Budget for the City of Burlington, with a gross amount of
$96,765,023 and a debenture requirement of $6,978,000, and the 2020-2028 capital
forecast with a gross amount of $722,568,322 and a debenture requirement of
$56,655,218 as outlined in report F-02-19 and as amended by the Committee of the
Whole - Budget; and
Administer the debenture in the amount of $6,978,000 in 2019 as tax supported debt;
and
Authorize staff to proceed with the 2019 capital projects representing not more than
50% of the 2019 capital from current funding in advance of the 2019 operating budget
approval; and
Declare that, in accordance with sis. 5(1)5 of the Development Charges Act, 1997 and
s. 5 of Ontario Regulation 82/98, it is Council’s clear intention that the excess capacity
provided by the above-referenced works will be paid for by future development charges.

Operating Budget Recommendations
Approve the 2019 Operating Budget including any budget amendments approved by the
Committee of the Whole - Budget to be applied against the proposed net tax levy
amount of $167,556,586.
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Appendix B: 2019 Efficiencies by Service

Service

Efficiencies

Cemetery

New toolcat piece of equipment which has resulted in
efficiencies in operations. Mapping of pioneer cemeteries in
GIS system. Working on a risk assessment and correction of
leaning monuments.

Environment &
Energy

Energy efficiency installs, update community energy plan in
house rather than contracted out, use of city sign shop at a
reduced cost over an external supplier. Use of a student to
develop a utility reporting system and save consulting costs.

Parks & Open
Space
Maintenance

Use of contracted services at schools (realignment of services)
to focus internal staff on primary parks. This results in
improved service in city parks. Elimination of data entry
requirements for small equipment to save staff time.
Development of a new health and safety form which improves
communication between Services.

Roads & Sidewalk
Maintenance

New software to track road deficiencies and initiate work
orders. This also reduces liability. Use of an improved semipermanent patch for minor road repair which lasts longer than
prior pot hole repair methods. Increased crack sealing which is
a proactive approach to extend life of infrastructure.
Relocated sand stockpile so salt can be put in materials storage
domes. Procuring salt early in the season to reduce costs
($16K savings) and mitigate risk of salt shortages. Additional
time spent calibrating equipment to reduce salt usage.
Increase frequency of plowing to reduce need for salt.

Surface Water
Drainage

Providing in house inspector to monitor contracted service.
Proactive ditching program to better maintain rural road
structure and reduce flooding. Conducting creek inspections
on a more regular basis to identify problems early, correct
early rather than during storm event. New product used on
catch basins and manholes reduces settlement buildup.
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Service

Efficiencies

Tree Management

Eliminate the injection of trees dying from EAB infestation.
Increased use of internal staff to assess tree health and
recommend removal instead of treatment. Undertake quick
quotes procurement wherever possible to save staff time and
bundle external tree removal contracts together for more
favourable vendor pricing. Forestry unit has dedicated crane
truck so larger removals can be done in-house instead of
externally contracted. This equipment results in time savings
as well as improved health and safety for staff. Negotiated
woodchip pile removed at no cost. Implemented a tree plotter
program which has resulted in improved data including access
to up-to-date records and reduced manual paperwork.

Parking
Management

New Honk mobile parking app has resulted in increased
parking revenues and improved customer service. 20 new
electric vehicle (EV) parking spaces added which were largely
funded from a government grant program. Installation of
additional wayfinding signs to direct drivers to unoccupied
spaces in real time. Additional occupancy pucks installed for
wayfinding and real time data analysis of parking needs. Use of
license plate recognition technology has resulted in more
efficient and accurate parking enforcement. Conversion of
parking by-law enforcement vehicles to plug-in electric hybrid
vehicles to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and fuel costs.

Roads & Structure
Design &
Construction

Prequalifying of contractors to reduce staff time required to
monitor contractors. Bundling of construction projects has
resulted in more favourable pricing. Region performing
increased administration of their portion of joint projects.
Geographical grouping of projects under staff groups reduces
travel time and improves project oversight.

Transit

Installation of LED lighting in bus bays to reduce hydro costs.
Reviewing opportunities on how work is scheduled to find
efficiencies (on-going union negotiations), review of
attendance management
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Service

Efficiencies

Arts & Culture

Events tracking in AMANDA rather than emails and
spreadsheets - better staff coordination. Sound monitors in
the downtown (in parking meters) result in better and more
regular monitoring. Student theatre now using sign shop
rather than external contractor for props. Arts grant program
all administered online to save time. Applications for public
art also submitted online which saves time, makes
submissions easier to review and reduces paper.

Building Code
Permits &
Inspections

Working with applicants to provide more complete
applications to free up staff time, future AMANDA process
improvements.

Community Design
& Development
Review

Committee of Adjustment (COA) members use iPads to reduce
courier and printing costs. Delegated authority for sign
variances which eliminates the need for council reports. The
Burlington Urban Design panel will achieve higher quality
proposals. Reduction in offsite storage costs with imaging of
materials and digitized records within AMANDA system.

Facilities &
Buildings Design &
Construction

Participating (speaking) at conferences so the registration fee
is waived. Use of city shared vehicle whenever possible to
reduce mileage costs. Writing up detailed project charters in
advance of capital work to ensure a more efficient / effective
delivery of projects.

Increased use of webinars for training rather than attend in
person to save travel costs. Use of consulting services rather
than in-house staff to deliver capital program. This reduces
the need for additional internal staffing. Aligning processes
Parks & Open Space with the Roads Design and Construction Service to incorporate
Design
their best practices, provide for corporate consistency and
minimizes risk. Bundling of projects of a similar nature under
the same consultant / project manager - i.e. playgrounds in
various parks, also surveys. This reduces procurement and
project management time.
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Service

Efficiencies

Council & Citizen
Committee

Reduction in the number of committee meeting cycles (from
14 to 11) in a year to save staff time. Ongoing promotion of
paperless meeting agendas. Reduced number of election
polling stations and the promotion of internet voting as well
as vote anywhere in ward. Creation of an election Candidate
portal for improved customer service.

Asset Management

Under corporate enterprise license with mapping software
(ESRI) the city receives credit for training and consulting
costs. Management of asset information in a coordinated way
ensures consistent and accurate data. This also leads to
better capital budget decision making.

Corporate Legal

Realignment of work between lawyers in the department to
achieve efficiencies, attending of webinars rather than in
person training to reduce travel costs.

Financial
Management

Fleet Management

Geographic
Information and
Mapping

Brought the Museums and Burlington Art Gallery into the
city's financial system (SAP) to allow the city to provide
accounts payable, financial reporting and external audit
support. Reconfigured SAP for the Burlington Performing
Arts Centre and Burlington Economic Development
Corporation to improve oversight of financial management
for these local boards while introducing efficiencies through
the use of the city's internal accounting services. Introduced
new software to provide efficiencies in the creation of the
city's Financial Information Returns (FIR) for the province.
Implemented ChequePro for deposits of large cheques which
allows for more timely processing of cheques and savings in
staff time. No longer provide verbal tax confirmations to
lawyers which reduces staff time.
Reviewing of fleet lifecycles to extend vehicle use where
possible. Development of parts inventory procedures.
Proactive staff training needs by position. Reviewing of
AVANTIS procedures to reduce errors. Continuing to move
towards a green fleet to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
and fuel costs.
Coordinate the purchase of office materials between GIS and
Asset Management Services to reduce costs. Customer
service is a combined effort between the two services.
Leverage training between two groups. Knowledge sharing.
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Service

Efficiencies

Information
Technology

Renegotiation of contracts with Rogers and Cogeco have
resulted in cost savings. Ongoing decommissioning of
obsolete software to reduce maintenance costs. Elimination
of back-up of tapes in favour of digital storage. Modernizing
technology environment including the use of virtualized
servers. Use of mobile workforce technology which increases
productivity. Optimization of technology needs (not buying
more than is required to support our needs).

Sign Production
Service

Implementation of new software to support estimating costs
of sign production.

Strategic
Communications &
Expenditures

Coordinated approach to grant writing and reporting.
Proactive research and notifications on government
legislation, changes, etc. Automated the daily media clippings
rather than manual input. Providing more opportunities to
provide input / engage online rather than in person. Use of
telephone town hall for 2018 budget engagement. Use of
video screens at Tim Hortons locations to deliver corporate
communications. Installation of TV monitors in facilities for
corporate communications.
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Appendix C: Weighted Assessment Growth
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Appendix D: Budget Requests not accommodated
Requests to Mitigate Corporate Risk

Service

On-going One-time
Value
Value

Request Name

Tree Management

Emerald Ash Borer Program

Community
Design &
Development

Old Lakeshore Precinct Plan - Peer
Reviews

$ 250,000

Human Resources

Compensation System Design nonunion employees

$ 200,000

Recreation
/Organized
Sport/Culture

Asset Maintenance Funding
Shortfall (P&R)

$ 300,000

Roads & Sidewalk
Maintenance

Winter Maintenance Operations
FTE Conversion for minimum
maintenance standards (balance
of full year cost)

$ 254,985

Tree Management

Urban Forest Management Plan
Update

FTE
FT

PT

4.00

(2.30)

4.00

(2.30)

Contract

$ 620,000

Sub-Total $1,174,985
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Requests to Mitigate Service Workload Pressures

Service
Community
Design &
Development
Review
By-Law
Enforcement

On-going
Value

Request Name

Senior Urban Designer

One-time
Value

$ 117,794

$ 111,137

By law officer (2nd)

FTE
FT

$ 35,000

1.00

Service Growth Response Strategy
for Adult/55+

$ 114,463

1.00

Arts & Culture

Public Art Planner (redeployed
from external costs)

$

-

1.00

2 Planners

$ 214,000

2.00

Comprehensive Zoning By-law
Project ( 3 years )

Corporate
Management

Project Coordinator (restate from
Consulting dollars)

Financial
Management

Financial Analyst - Financial
Services
Public Fire and Life Safety
Educator
Enterprise Mobility Management contracted out to free up internal
resources

Fire Prevention
Information
Technology

1.80

$2,255,782

$

3.00

-

1.00

$ 105,517

1.00

$ 146,609

1.00

$ 35,000

Transit

Transit Project Leader

$ 100,000

1.00

Transit

Junior Transit Analyst position

$ 84,563

1.00

Strategic
Communications
& Gov't Relations

Web & Graphic Designer

$ 93,875

1.00

Sub-Total $1,122,958 $2,290,782 12.00 1.80
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Requests Resulting from Growth Pressures

Service
Burlington
Museums Board

Request Name

Building Code
Permits &
Inspection
Parks & Open
Space
Maintenance

Joseph Brant Museum Expansion
(F-33-17)
Housing Strategy Study & Action
Plan
Part 3 Building Technologist
(covered by the Building permit
reserve fund)
1 Permanent Gardener and 2
Seasonal Staff for Burloak park,
Boich parkette & Itabashi gardens

Transit

2 Para transit Operators

Planning Policy

Sub-Total

On-going
Value

One-time
Value

$ 150,000

$ 58,000

FTE
FT

PT

Contract

$ 300,000
$

-

1.00

$ 100,000

1.00

$ 206,926

$ 468,000

2.00

$ 456,926

$ 826,000

4.00

0.76

0.76

Total $2,754,869 $3,666,782 20.00 0.26

3.00

* Note that this is not a comprehensive list of all needs. Many requests were not submitted for review to the
Budget Leadership Group as Services were aware of financial pressures in other areas.
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Appendix E: Council Information Sessions Detailed Agendas

Capital Budget – January 24, 2019
Time

Room 305

Room 307

Room 309

9:30 – 12:00

Roadways
Stormwater
Management
Parks & Open
Space
Parking

Facilities & Buildings
Information Technology
Fleet Vehicles &
Equipment

Local Boards

12:00 – 12:45

12:45 – 3:00

Break
Roadways
Stormwater
Management
Parks & Open
Space

Facilities & Buildings
Information Technology
Fleet Vehicles &
Equipment
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Operating Budget – January 29, 2019
Time

Room 305

Room 307

Room 309

9:30 – 11:00

Financial
Management
Corporate
Management
Human Resources
Information
Technology

Fire Communications
Fire Prevention and
Public Education
Fire Protection
Emergency
Management
Internal Audit

Local Boards

11:00 – 12:30

Building Code
Permits &
Inspection
Community Design
& Development
Review
By-Law
Enforcement
Animal Control

Conventional Transit
Specialized Transit
Corporate Legal
Strategic
Communications &
Government Relations
Environment & Energy
Halton Court Services

Geographic
Information &
Mapping
Asset Management

12:30 – 1:00

Break

1:00 – 2:30

Organized Sport
Support
Recreation
Arts and Culture

Cemetery
Corporate Signs
Fleet Management
Tree Management
Parks & Open Space
Maintenance

Council & Citizen
Committee Service
Service Burlington

2:30 – 4:00

Parks & Open
Space – Design and
Development
Facilities &
Buildings – Design
and Construction
Roads & Structures
– Design and
Construction

Surface Water
Drainage
Roads & Sidewalk
Maintenance
Parking Management

Traffic Operations
Management
Transportation
Network Planning
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